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1. Introduction

This document describes the interface to the Intel® 82802 Firmware Hub Device Random Number Generator (RNG). The RNG is dedicated hardware that harnesses system thermal noise to generate random and indeterministic values.

1.1. Purpose and Scope

This document describes how to use the RNG hardware interface. The scope of the document is limited to the minimum information necessary to enable a user to detect and initialize the RNG and to retrieve random numbers. The functions and locations of relevant I/O registers are described, and a usage model is provided for each of the relevant operations.

This document is not intended to provide guidance on how the RNG functionality should be exposed to an operating system or other software application.

1.2. Intended Audience

This document is intended for use by driver or operating system developers who wish to access the RNG device. It is assumed that the reader is highly technical and is familiar with the general methods of accessing and controlling hardware, such as the Firmware Hub, in their particular system environment.

1.3. Document Organization

This document is divided into the following sections:

- **Section 2, Random Number Generator Interface**, provides a description of the RNG I/O registers and their relevant values. This section provides a reference for those already familiar with the RNG usage model.

- **Section 3, Random Number Generator Usage**, provides a description of how to use the I/O registers to detect and initialize the RNG device and to retrieve a random number.
2. **Random Number Generator Interface**

This section describes the location and relevant values of the RNG registers. (Section 3 describes how to use these registers in order to detect and initialize the RNG device and to retrieve a random number.)

### 2.1. Hardware Status

The Hardware Status register is used to determine whether or not an RNG device is present on the Firmware Hub and, if so, whether it is enabled for use.

**Physical Address:** 0xFFBC015F *(read/write)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bit Mask</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0x40</td>
<td><em>(Bit 6 – read only) RNG Present:</em> If this bit is read as 1, an RNG is present on the Firmware Hub device. If it is read as 0, the RNG is absent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x01</td>
<td><em>(Bit 0 – read/write) RNG Enabled:</em> This bit indicates whether or not the RNG is enabled. If the bit is set to 1, the RNG will generate random data. If this bit is 0, the RNG is disabled.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.2. RNG Status

The RNG Status register is used to determine whether or not the RNG Data register (described next) contains valid random data. The RNG Data register should never be read until the RNG Status register indicates that the RNG Data register is valid. Each time the RNG Data register is read, the RNG Status bit is cleared, and it remains cleared until the RNG Data register is filled with new random data.

**Physical Address:** 0xFFBC0160 *(read only)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bit Mask</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0x01</td>
<td><em>(Bit 0 – read only) Data Available:</em> If this bit is read as 1, the RNG Data register contains valid random data. If this bit is read as 0, the data in the RNG data register is not valid.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3. **RNG Data**

The RNG Data register contains a byte of random data. The data contained in this register should be used only if (1) the RNG Present and RNG Enabled bits of the Hardware Status register are set and (2) the Data Available bit of the RNG Status register is set.

**Physical Address:** 0xFFBC0161 (read only)

**Value:** One byte of random data or zero if the RNG is not present or not enabled.
3. Random Number Generator Usage

This section describes how the RNG interface registers should be used in order to detect and initialize the RNG device and to retrieve a random number.

3.1. Detecting and Initializing the RNG Device

Before any process attempts to read random data directly from the Firmware Hub RNG device, it should execute a process to verify that a supported RNG device is available for use, enable the device, and verify the correct functionality. This initialization process is described in a following subsection.

3.1.1. Detecting the RNG Device

The Manufacturer Code and Hardware Status registers are used to determine whether a supported RNG device is available on the system.

Step 1: From the system BIOS or using the Read Identifier Codes command, as specified in the Intel® 82802AB/82802AC Firmware Hub (FWH) datasheet, verify the Intel 82802 manufacturer code.

Step 2: If a valid Intel 82802 FWH is found, then the RNG Present bit (bit 6) of the Hardware Status register should be checked in order to verify that an RNG device is available.

Note: There is a chance that, even if no RNG device is present, the physical memory locations described above may coincidentally match the values expected for an RNG device. For this reason, before random data is sent to an application, the device should be exercised to verify that it is indeed an RNG. This can be accomplished by enabling the device and running an initial test (e.g., FIPS (Federal Information Processing Standard) 140-1) before use.

3.1.2. Initializing the RNG Device

Once the RNG device is detected, it must be enabled and should be tested before use.

Step 1: The RNG Enabled bit (bit 0) of the Hardware Status register must be set to enable the RNG device.

Step 2: Once the RNG is enabled, an initial read of the RNG Data register should be made to clear any preexisting data from the register.

Step 3: A test (e.g., FIPS 140-1) should be run on the RNG Device. This test will ensure that there was no error in detecting the device and that the device is functioning properly.
3.1.3. Pseudo-Code Example of Detection and Initialization

The following pseudo-code demonstrates how to detect and initialize the RNG device:

```c
//Pseudo-code example of detection and initialization of the
//Firmware Hub RNG Device.

//Save register locations - locations are defined here relative
//to a base feature space address
uint8* pFeatureSpace = 0xFFBC0000;
uint8* pHardwareStatus = pFeatureSpace + 0x015F;
uint8* pRNGStatus = pFeatureSpace + 0x0160;
uint8* pRNGData = pFeatureSpace + 0x0161;

//Check the Manufacturer ID for a 82802 Firmware Hub code.

//Check the Hardware Status for presence of RNG Device
if ( (*pHardwareStatus & 0x40) == 0)
  then (FAIL - NO RNG PRESENT);

//Enable the RNG using the Hardware Status register
*pHardwareStatus = (*pHardwareStatus | 0x01);

//Burn initial random number by reading the RNG Data register.
//See the following section, "Retrieving a Random Number", for
//a description of how to read data from the RNG Data register
if ( GetRandomData() == FAIL)
  then (FAIL - COULDN'T INITIALIZE RANDOM DATA BUFFER)

//Run a test on the RNG
if ( RunFipsTest() == FAIL)
  then (FAIL - START-UP TEST FAIL)

//It is now possible to generate random numbers.
```
3.2. Retrieving a Random Number

Once the RNG device has been detected and initialized, it is ready to provide random data to applications. This section describes the recommended process for reading random data from the RNG.

Follow these steps to retrieve a byte of random data from the RNG:

**Step 1:** Look at the zero bit of the RNG Status register. If the bit is set, then the RNG Data register contains valid data, so proceed to Step 2. If the bit is not set, then the RNG Device is still busy generating random data, so wait a short period of time and repeat this step.

**Note:** Because the RNG is based on a natural noise source, varying lengths of time may be required for a byte of random data to become available. A timeout of 4.5 milliseconds is recommended for polling the RNG Status register.

**Step 2:** Read a byte of random data from the RNG Data register. The data in the RNG Data register is valid for one read only. Do not read the register a second time without first checking the status, as described in Step 1.

**Note for multithreaded applications:** It is important that multithreaded applications protect the RNG Data register from access by multiple threads. Steps 1 and 2 above should be executed as a critical section of code, in order to prevent one thread from reading the RNG Status register while another is reading the RNG Data register.
3.2.1. **Pseudo-Code Example of Retrieving a Random Number**

The following pseudo-code demonstrates how to retrieve random data from the RNG device:

```c
//Pseudo-code example of retrieving a random number from the RNG
device. This example assumes that the RNG device has already
been detected and enabled. For clarity, no timeout test is
included.

//Retrieve 32 bits of random data, and save the data in this
//this variable
uint32 dwRandomData = 0;

//Save register locations - locations are defined here relative
//to a base feature space address
uint8* pFeatureSpace = 0xFFBC0000;
uint8* pRNGStatus = pFeatureSpace + 0x0160;
uint8* pRNGData = pFeatureSpace + 0x0161;

//Declare a pointer to a byte of the 32-bit data variable
uint8* pRandomDataPointer = &dwRandomData;

//Read one byte at a time, until all 32 bits are read.
for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++)
{
    *START_CRITICAL_SECTION*
    while ( !(pRNGStatus & 0x01))
    {
        //Data not available yet. Keep looping until bit 0 of
        //RNG Status register is set.
    }
    *END_CRITICAL_SECTION*

    //RNG Status bit is set - read the RNG Data register
    (*pRandomDataPointer)++ = *pRNGData;
}
```
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